
Thoughts are just

words in your

head.. . It's the

emotional charge

that needs to be

addressed!

The important point is that while we can discipline our minds to focus

on more important aspects of our life, ourselves and our surroundings,

we cannot prevent thoughts from entering our minds, to begin with.

They come from somewhere else. People can end up increasing their

fears or anxieties as a result of believing that who they are is a 

 reflection of what they think. 

Some people find that out-of-control thoughts plague their minds

following a traumatic event or personal failure. Other people become

tired and exhausted with the pace and rate of which their minds think.

However, stopping thought in its entirety is not possible.

If I were to ask you to close you eyes for a moment and think about

blue & yellow spotted break dancing horses,.... TYes, you would most

likely consider this a ridiculous idea, but there is still a high chance that

the thought of blue & yellow spotted break dancing horses is still

rattling around inside of your mind. Why?

 Because the seed has been planted. It's now up to you whether you

focus on this seed or not..........!

WE CAN'T STOP OUT
THOUGHTS
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So, the trick to becoming efficient in practising mindfulness is not about stopping our thoughts entirely,

but rather, becoming more aware of our thoughts and managing them with greater efficiency.

Mindfulness is about increasing your awareness of what is happening in the present moment and making

a choice in regards to where or what you focus your attention upon.

Mindfulness does not stop thought, but it does determine what types of  thinking we accept, and what

kinds of though we reject. The art of mindfulness is about mastering the ability to change or modify our

habitual thought

patterns or processes as soon as we identify that they are no longer serving us


